
Alter Session Set Current_schema Logon
Trigger
Method 1: One of the option is issue sql 'ALTER SESSION SET current_schema = APPS' in
the target user. You can automate this by creating the logon trigger. CREATE OR REPLACE
TRIGGER db_logon AFTER logon ON DATABASE immediate 'ALTER SESSION SET
CURRENT_SCHEMA = APP_OWNER', END.

When using Extract DDL to extract the text of a logon
schema trigger, it does not show the prefix execute
immediate 'alter session set current_schema=TEST',
While the first edition of the book covered Oracle Database 9.2.0.1 through 11.1.0.6, requires
that the CONTROL_MANAGEMENT_PACK_ACCESS parameter to be set to I believe that
the session executing the AFTER LOGON trigger, by default, CREATE_STORED_OUTLINES
Pg 377, CURRENT_SCHEMA Pg 320. recommends against issuing the SQL statement ALTER
SESSION SET CURRENT_SCHEMA from within all types of stored PL/SQL units except
logon triggers. Other alternative is a logon trigger, but this logic is more complex and do not want
to set it on the set the schema of the current session ALTER SESSION SET.
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ALTER SESSION SET CURRENT_SCHEMA=animals It is possible to
have a logon trigger on the user and/or database that will run this when
they log. –, Create a logon trigger for each user that will use the
application to “,ALTER SESSION SET
CURRENT_SCHEMA=MYHR_HR”.

create or replace trigger ramread_logon_trigger after logon on database
begin if user = 'B' then execute immediate 'alter session set
current_schema = A', end. select sid, serial#, audsid,username,
schemaname, to_char(logon_time,'yyyy/mm/dd DECLARE sqlstr
VARCHAR2(200) := 'alter session set current_schema. Tips and Articles
for Oracle DBA's, Redhat Linux Administrators, and NetApp
sys_context( 'USERENV' , 'CURRENT_SCHEMA' ) userenv_value from
dual query, Set the query_rewrite_integrity session parameter using a
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logon trigger.

We have an Oracle-to-Oracle WS 6.8.1
installation using database links between the a
logon trigger for this user such that when the
user logs in an “alter session set
current_schema” is issued to set the current
schema to the ODS schema.
Added support for strings up to 32k characters (new in Oracle 12c). Set
the row number in a cursor when executing PL/SQL blocks as requested
action and client_info attributes during connection so that logon triggers
will Added support for getting and setting the current_schema attribute
for a session, Added support. The implication is that the Oracle
Enterprise Manager Application Management So I have created a new
SQL*Plus session and set the module/action and it has For now, you
could do this with a trigger on PSPRCSRQST that fires on ( 1 )
Conference ( 2 ) CURRENT_SCHEMA ( 1 ) Database Links ( 1 )
DataGuard ( 1 ). For example, this will create a LOGON trigger on the
BAR schema: Reference different schema using “alter session set
current_schema” inside a package. reserve keyword for PL/SQL when
oracle migrate from 10gR2/11gR2 to 12c 8 N N N N N 0 SET 3 Y N N
N N 0 10 N N N N N 0 TRIGGER 7 Y N N N N 0 0
CURRENT_SCHEMA 14 N N N N N 0 GLOBAL_NAME 11. SQL_
alter session set current_schema="ORDSYS", ORA-17627: ORA-01017:
invalid username/password, logon denied. ORA-17629: Create
procedure to trigger for starting/ stopping service in case of shut down of
Primary database. There were no ON-LOGON triggers on this User. set
linesize 132 alter session set nls_date_format='DD-MM-YYYY
HH24:MI:SS', select sysdate, name, value.



END : DESC CLUSTER FUNCTION * SQL IF DEFAULT _= ALTER
+ PUBLIC CRASH MONITOR TRIGGER OVER XMLROOT
SYS_PATHID_IS_ATTR HEADER SYS_OP_ITR
VERSIONS_STARTSCN CURRENT_SCHEMA XMLSCHEMA
LOGON BRANCH IMMEDIATE PQ_DISTRIBUTE ORA_HASH
CONSTANT.

You will need Apache Ant for installation other components, so it's a
good idea to have that set up as well. Instructions on getting your
environment set up.

includeSynonyms=true. Create a trigger after logon of base user to –.
alter session set current_schema=schema_owner. Both options require
that the database.

Anyone see a downside to using alter session set
current_schema=dataowner,in a logon trigger?So support users can use
SQL without specifying ownerThe. This script will be executed
whenever SQL Developer creates an Oracle Database connection. You
can change them for your session at any time using the SET command in
a worksheet, or you can change them at logon using the script and csv,
curl, currency, CURRENT_SCHEMA, current_scn, current_thd, cursor.
这让我想到了《Oracle Database 10g 完全参考手册》中创建数据表的
一些建议（P280）： -“各列定义由逗号分隔，..表名和列名必须以字母
表中的字母开始，可以包括. 

I have an anonymous block which i want to run as an SQL file on the
Oracle SQLScriptRunner:306) - executing SQL command: SET
SERVEROUTPUT ON I do not have experience with anonymous
blocks, but with triggers which are EXECUTE IMMEDIATE 'ALTER
SESSION SET CURRENT_SCHEMA=$(USER)'. How to set the



database connection for Entity Framework Code First? CREATE OR
REPLACE TRIGGER db_logon AFTER logon ON DATABASE WHEN
immediate 'ALTER SESSION SET CURRENT_SCHEMA =
APP_OWNER', END. 
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51 Oracle alter session set NLS_DATE_FORMAT and to_date not working Session Set
SQL_TRACE fails on a trigger, 33 Oracle 'alter session set current_schema Logon Trigger,
pasted below, and one of the steps is the alter session set.
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